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Abstract

In autonomous multi-agent systems, agents communicate
with each other in order to cooperatively resolve problems
and achieve joint goals. In advanced applications such as e-
business, agents should be able to communicate not only by
exchanging simple massages, but by engaging in complex
conversations such as persuasions and negotiations. In this
paper; we address the computational complexity problem of
such conversations where agents are equipped with reason-
ing capabilities based upon argumentation. We argue that
the computational efficiency of these conversations depends
on the underlying logical language and on the type of rea-
soning mechanisms. In addition, we show how a trade-off
between complexity andflexibility could be achieved.
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1. Introduction

One of the important characteristics of agent-based com-
puting is the ability of agents to communicate. For the re-
quirements of advanced applications such as e-business, e-
marketplace, and virtual organizations in grid-computing,
this communication should go beyond the simple message
exchange. Agents should be able to find compromises on
resources through negotiation, persuade each other to adopt
some solutions, influence each other to make some deci-
sions, etc. [16]. They need advanced reasoning and deci-
sion making capabilities allowing them to build arguments
so that they can justify their choices and influence other
agents' decisions [12]. This type of reasoning is based on
argumentation and has been extensively investigated these
last few years within the multi-agent community [2, 7].

In artificial intelligence, argumentation is defined as a
process that supports the exchange of arguments that ei-
ther back or refute some conclusion [15]. An important
branch of argumentation is formal dialectics [9, 11]. In its
most abstract form, a dialectical model is a set of arguments
and a binary relation representing the attack-relation (and

indirectly the defense relation) between the arguments in
a dialogue. Dialectical models are relevant for automated
negotiation, in which agents should persuade each other.
A single agent may use such an argumentation to perform
its reasoning because it needs to make decisions in highly
dynamic environments, considering interacting preferences
and utilities. In addition, this argumentation can help mul-
tiple agents to interact rationally, by giving and receiving
reasons for conclusions and decisions.

Although many argumentation frameworks for multi-
agent systems and agent communication have been pro-
posed [3, 6, 7], only few works have addressed the problem
of assessing their computational complexity [5, 14]. The
reason is that these frameworks have been proposed, not to
be computationally efficient, but to achieve more flexibility
and to equip agents with powerful reasoning capabilities,
which increases their complexity. The purpose of this pa-
per is to investigate this issue and to determine the impor-
tant factors contributing to this complexity. This is of great
importance to chose the techniques to be used when im-
plementing concrete applications such as agent-based Web
services and agent-oriented e-applications. We argue that
the computational efficiency of argumentation-based agent
communication depends on both the logical language that
agents use to express and reason about their knowledge,
and the flexibility and strongness of this reasoning. Finally,
we show how a trade-off between complexity and flexibility
could be achieved.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the analyzed agent communication framework in terms of
concepts and argumentation-based reasoning. Section 3
discusses the computational complexity of this framework.
Section 4 concludes the paper and identifies some ideas for
future work.

2. A Framework for Agent Communication

2.1. Argumentative Reasoning

In many agent communication proposals, the agent ar-
chitecture is mainly composed of three layers: mental, so-
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cial, and reasoning [1, 3]. The mental layer includes beliefs,
desires, goals, etc. The social layer captures social con-
cepts such as norms, protocols, roles, etc. Agents use their
reasoning capabilities to reason about their private mental
states and about the public notions. For example, agents
reason about their current beliefs and the shared commu-
nication protocol to decide about the next communicative
act to perform. An agent's reasoning capabilities are repre-
sented by the reasoning layer using an argumentation sys-
tem. We distinguish between internal and external argu-
ments. The former are used to manage the incoherences of
the agent's beliefs and the latter are used to manage incon-
sistencies between an agent's beliefs and information con-
veyed by an addressee. All the communicative acts that
agents perform are supported by arguments. For example,
in a negotiation setting, agent Ag, accepts an addressee's
proposal if Ag, can build an argument out of its knowledge
base in favor of the proposal. If a counter-argument can be
built out of this knowledge base, Ag1 refuses the proposal
and makes a counter-proposal.

Formally, an argumentation system consists of a logical
language S used to represent agents' knowledge, and def-
initions of the notions of argument, attack relation between
arguments, and acceptability [9]. Let us introduce these
definitions where F- stands for classical inference.

Definition 1 (Argument). Let F be a non-necessarily con-
sistent knowledge base with no deductive closure. An argu-
ment is a pair (H, h) where h is a formula in S and H a
subset of F such that (i) H is consistent and (ii) H H h.
The set H is called the support of the argument and h its
conclusion.

Definition 2 (Minimal Argument). Let (H, h) be an argu-
ment. (H, h) is minimal if there is no proper subset H' of
H (H' c H) such that (H', h) is an argument.

Because agents' knowledge bases are not necessarily
consistent, they should be able to reason about their pref-
erences in relation to beliefs. The objective is to state that
some facts are more strongly believed than others. Hence,
we assume that any set of facts has a preference order
over it. This ordering exists because an agent's knowledge
base denoted by F is stratified into non-overlapping sets
F1,... , F , such that facts in Fi are all equally preferred
and are more preferred than those in Fj where i < j. We
define the preference level of a subset of F whose elements
belong to different non-overlapping sets as follows.

Definition 3 (Preference Level). The preference level of a
nonempty subset - ofF denoted by level (a) is the number
of the highest numbered layer which has a member in -y.

Example 1. Let F = F1 UF2 with F1 = {a, b} and F2
{c,d}and a {a} and ' = {a, d}. We have: level (Q)
1 (because a C F1) and level(') = 2 (because d C F2).

Definition 4 (Preference Relation). Let (H,h) and (H',h')
be two minimal arguments. (H, h) is preferred to (H', h')
(denoted by (H, h) Spref (H', h')) iff level(H) <
level (H').

Definition 5 (Attack Relation). Let (H, h) and (H', h') be
two minimal arguments. (H, h) attacks (H', h') (denoted
by (H,h) AT (H',h')) iff (H H -h' or :x' C H':
H H -ix') and (H, h) Spref (H', h') where "-" repre-
sents strict negation. In other words, an argument is at-
tacked if and only if there exists a preferred argument that
strictly negates its conclusion or one of its premises.

Definition 6 (Argumentation System). It is a pair
K A, AT>), where A is a set ofarguments andAT C A x A
is the attack relation. For a subset S of arguments in the
argumentation system KA, AT>), it is said that:

1. a C A is acceptable with respect to S if Vb C A s.t.
b AT a, 3c C S s.t. c AT b.

2. S is conflict-free ifno argument in S is attacked by any
other argument in S.

2.2. Strategic Reasoning

Argumentative reasoning allows agents to build argu-
ments that support their beliefs and choices or attacking
addressees's arguments in order to achieve a consensus in
a persuasion or negotiation setting. However, this reason-
ing does not specify how agents can select an argument out
of several ones. The reasoning mechanism enabling agents
to decide about the best argument to use is called strategic
reasoning [4]. The idea is to be able to use the arguments
having the best chance to be accepted by the addressee. For
example, if Ag1 knows that addressee Ag2 does not like
ideological ideas from religion, Ag1 will avoid arguments
related to religion and use rather another type of arguments.
Consequently, agents should consider not only their own be-
liefs, but also these addressees' beliefs and preferences. In
this context, a strategy is defined as a function Str mapping
a set of possible arguments to an argument (the best one).
Let A be the set of all arguments. This function is defined
as follows:

Str: 24 -> A.

This reasoning requires building all acceptable arguments
(Definition 6) and ordering them according to the agent's
beliefs about the addressee's preferences. We suppose that
each fact a in the agent's knowledge base has an acceptance
chance value Acc(a)Agj that reflects the probability that
the addressee Agj will accept it. We define the acceptance
chance of a subset -y of the knowledge base as follows:

ACC(-y)Agj = min(Acc(c)Agj)ac-y
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Arguments can be compared according to the Better-than
relation defined as follows:

Definition 7 (Better-than Relation). Let (H,h) and (H',h')
be two acceptable arguments. (H, h) is better than (H', h')
according to an agent's beliefs about the addressee's Agj
preferences i Acc(H)Agj > Acc(H')Agj. This relation is
denoted by (H, h) bet (H', h').

3. Computational Complexity

3.1. Logical Language

To use argumentative reasoning in their conversations,
agents should build arguments from their knowledge bases,
defend them, and attack addressee's arguments. The first
factor in the computational complexity of such a reason-
ing is the language used to build these arguments. The sec-
ond factor is the way the agents' knowledge bases are main-
tained (are always consistent, or could be inconsistent). The
third factor is the reasoning type itself: agents build any
argument to support or attack a fact, or rather they build
"good" arguments.

Before discussing these factors, let us introduce the
polynomial time hierarchy used in the complexity theory
[10, 13]:

A'= =t =P (class ofproblems that can be solved
in deterministic polynomial time)

and Vk>O,>A 1
Ik+l

pC

CO-Lpk±l
NPE k

In particular:

NP= , co-NP =
H,

NPNP = EP
co-NPNP = and AP = pNP.

Only the problems in AP and AP are tractable (could be
solved in a polynomial time). AP = Pp is the class of prob-
lems that are solved in polynomial time with independent
queries (or calls) to an P oracle. Ep is simply the class of
problems solved in non-deterministic polynomial time. Hi
is the class of problems whose dual are NP. Ep is the class
of problems that are solved in NP time with independent
queries to a NP oracle and H[ is its dual. Because building
proofs in the first-order logic is semi-decidable, we have the
following direct result.

Proposition 1. Building an argumentfor aformula hfrom
a non-consistent and first-order logic knowledge base is
semi-decidable.

Consequently, although the first-order logic has a pow-
erful expressiveness, it can not be used to implement
argumentation-based systems for agent communication.
Let us now consider the case of the propositional logic.

Theorem 1. Given an inconsistent and propositional
knowledge base F, and aformula h. Deciding whether there
is an argumentfor hfrom F is >j-complete.

Proof. Let us first prove the membership to 2P. The fol-
lowing algorithm resolves the problem:
1- Guess a subset H of F.
2- Check if (H, h) is an argument.
To check if (H, h) is an argument, we need to check that H
is consistent (satisfiability problem), and that H H- h (va-
lidity problem). Because satisfiability is NP-Complete and
validity is co-NP-complete, the problem is clearly in AP,
hence membership in ,2 follows.
To prove the completeness, we use a transformation from
deciding the validity of a Quantified Boolean Formula with
two quantifier alternations (3 and V)(QBF2,3) [10]. Let us
without loss of generality consider the following QBF2,3
b formula: b = sxi,..., SXnVyl, . . ., ym h. We show that
Jb is valid iff 3H : (H, h) is an argument. Let us sup-
pose that Jb is valid. We define H as a set of formulas over
x1, ... , xn. It is clear that H is consistent and H H- h.
Consequently (H,h) is an argument. Let us now suppose
that 3H : (H, h) is an argument, and show that Jb is valid.
Consequently, H -> h is a tautology. Because H is con-
sistent and expressed over Xl.... , Xn, the validity of Jb is
obtained. E

Without considering the problem of minimality, Theo-
rem 1 shows that argumentative reasoning is intractable in
the propositional case. Consequently, although it is suitable
to express knowledge in different fields such as e-business
and service-based computing, propositional logic is not ap-
propriate to implement agent communication for concrete
applications.

Let us now consider the case of propositional Horn
clauses which are a simpler version of the propositional
logic. A propositional Horn clause is a disjunction of liter-
als with at most one positive literal -P1 V -P2 V ... V -iPn V c
(also written as implication P1 AP2 A... Apn -> c). A propo-
sitional Horn formula is a conjunction of propositional Horn
clauses. These clauses could be restricted to be definite
where each clause has exactly one positive literal. A propo-
sitional definite Horn formula is a conjunction of proposi-
tional definite Horn clauses. This restriction is of a par-
ticular interest in modeling argumentative reasoning, since
formulas of type P1 A P2 A ... A Pn -> c are adequate to de-
scribe interrelationships between premises and conclusions.
This could be used to support positive literals.

Proposition 2. Given a Horn knowledge base F, a subset
H C F, and a formula h. Checking whether (H, h) is an
argument is polynomial.

Proof. From the linear time algorithms for Horn satisfia-
bility in [8], it follows that the Horn implication problem
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H F- h is decidable in O(lH x h ) time. From the same
result, it also follows that deciding whether H is consistent
is polynomial. D

Proposition 3. Given a Horn knowledge base F, and an ar-
gument (H, h) over F. Checking whether (H, h) is minimal
is polynomial.

Proof. Let I be a literal. The following algorithm resolves
the problem:
Vl C H check if H {l} F- h. Because the implication
problem is polynomial, we are done. E

Consequently, unlike propositional logic, minimality is
not an additional source of complexity in the case of Horn
clauses. The problem is linear with the size of H.

Theorem 2. Given a Horn knowledge base F and a for-
mula h, deciding whether there is an argument (H, h) is
NP-complete.

Proof. Membership of this problem in NP is straightfor-
ward since by Proposition 2, checking that a guessed subset
H C F is consistent and H F- h could be done in a polyno-
mial time.

To prove the hardness of the problem, we use a trans-
formation from the well-known SAT problem. Let C =

{C1, C2, ..., C, } be a set of propositional clauses on X =

{X1,X2, ...Xn}, and let X' = {z/ S4 .
/ } Y

{Y1, Y2, ..., Y } be sets of new variables. Then, there is an
argument (H, h) over F where h is a formula over Y and

r=xuxtut-Xiv '-X < i' < n}F XUX'U{-f Vx:1i<}

m

U({x > Yi :jx Ci} U {x > Yi : -IxCj}),
i=1

iff C is satisfiable. Since F is constructible in polynomial
time, we are done. E

This theorem shows that using general Horn clauses
also results on intractable reasoning procedures for
argumentation-based agent communication. However, this
complexity is less than the one associated with the fully
propositional logic. For relatively small knowledge bases,
argumentative reasoning based upon Horn clauses is possi-
bly implementable.

Let us now consider the case of definite Horn clauses.

Proposition 4. Let F be a definite Horn knowledge base, h
aformula, and A the set ofarguments over F.
3H C F: (H, h) C A4= VH' H C H' C F, (H', h) E
A.

Proof. If (H, h) is an argument where H is a set of definite
Horn formulas under the form c or P1 A P2 A ... A Pn -> c
where P1, P2, ..., Pn, c are positive literals, then adding any

definite Horn formula to H will result in a consistent set of
formulas H': F D H' D H. Since H F- h, it follows that
H' F- h, whence the proposition. D

Theorem 3. Given a definite Horn knowledge base F and
aformula h. Deciding whether there is an argument (H, h)
is polynomial.

Proof. From Proposition 4, it follows that there is an argu-
ment supporting h iff (F, h) C A. Because every definite
Horn knowledge base is a Horn knowledge base, then by
Proposition 2, the theorem follows. D

This result shows that building arguments is tractable
when knowledge is represented by definite Horn clauses.
Now, let us discuss the complexity of the attack relation in
this particular case. To simplify the problem, instead of con-
sidering two knowledge bases F1 for Ag1 and F2 for Ag2,
we consider, without loss of generality, a single knowledge
base (F = FlUF2). The results are the same since the union
of the two knowledge bases could be inconsistent. The fol-
lowing proposition is straightforward.

Proposition 5. Let F be a definite Horn knowledge base
and (H, h) and (H'.h') be two arguments over F. Deciding
whether (H, h) Spref (H', h') is polynomial.

Proposition 6. Let F be a definite Horn knowledge base
and (H, h) and (H'.h') be two arguments over F. Deciding
whether (H, h) AT (H', h') is polynomial.

Proof. The first part of the first condition of Definition 5
(H F- h') is polynomial. The second part (ax' C H':
H F- x') is decidable in O( HI x IH'l x 1-ix'), and the
second condition ((H, h) Spref (H', h')) is polynomial by
Proposition 5, whence the proposition. E

Theorem 4. Let F be a definite Horn knowledge base and
(H, h) an argument over F. Deciding whether there is an
attacker of (H, h) over F is polynomial.

Proof. Since the preference check is polynomial (from
Proposition 5), building an argument attacking a given ar-
gument has the same complexity than building an argument
supporting a conclusion. From Theorem 3 we are done. E

These results prove that Definite Horn logic-based argu-
mentative reasoning is tractable.

3.2. Knowledge Base and Reasoning Types

Having discussed the first factor: the adopted logical lan-
guage, we consider in this section the other two factors: the
structure of the knowledge base (consistent or not), and the
reasoning type (strategic or not). In the case of proposi-
tional logic, the fact that the knowledge base is consistent
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reduces the complexity since there is no need to check the
consistency, which is NP-complete. However, this restric-
tion does not make the problem tractable since F H- h is
co-NP-complete. In the case of definite Horn logic, the
tractability is due to the guarantee that the knowledge base
is consistent. Consequently we have the following corollar-
ies from Theorems 3 and 4.

Corollary 1. Given a consistent Horn knowledge base F
and a formula h. Deciding whether there is an argument
(H, h) over F is polynomial.

Corollary 2. Let F be a consistent Horn knowledge base
and (H, h) an argument over F. Deciding whether there is
an attacker of (H, h) over F is polynomial.

All the results obtained above consider only the argu-
mentative reasoning. Let us now discuss the strategic rea-
soning. Because the problem is intuitively more demand-
ing, it is clear that the reasoning procedure is intractable if
the knowledge is expressed in the propositional logic. In
the case of Horn clauses, the problem is also intractable if
the knowledge base is not necessarily consistency (we can
prove that the problem is PNP[o(logn)]-complete, where n
is the number of calls to an NP oracle). Finally, in the
case of definite Horn clauses and consequently consistent
Horn clauses, although the problem is more complex be-
cause agents should build all acceptable arguments, it is still
tractable since checking the Better-than relation is clearly
polynomial. We can easily prove the following theorem:

Theorem 5. Let F be a consistent Horn knowledge base
and h a formula. Building a strategic argumentfor h over
F is decidable in O(lF).

Strategic reasoning is then tractable (polynomial) under
definite Horn clauses and, consequently, under the restric-
tion of the Horn knowledge base consistency.

As a final result of this analysis, it is possible to achieve
a trade-off between the flexibility of argumentation-based
reasoning for agent communication and its computational
complexity. The idea is, in one hand, using a restricted lan-
guage such as definite Horn clauses, or imposing the consis-
tency of the agents' knowledge bases whit the fully propo-
sitional Horn clauses, and, on the other hand, equipping
agents with advanced and powerful strategic reasoning.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of computational
complexity of communicating agents based on argumenta-
tion. We discussed the important factors that practitioners
and developers should consider when implementing con-
crete applications using argumentative agent-computing.
This analysis is of great importance for implementing these

applications since the achievement of a desired trade-off be-
tween flexibility and complexity has been proved.

As future work, we intend to apply the argumentation-
based framework to Web services and to discuss commu-
nication vs. computational trade-off. We also plan to in-
vestigate security issues in this context using argumentative
agents and the technique of mechanism design.
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